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Winchester MGOC meet on the last Tuesday of the month with
a Club Drive in Summer and a pub night in Winter. Check the
Events pages, or contact the Club Secretary for details
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Secretary's Chat

Well, summer is over the calendar is calming down,
the nights are already drawing in and quite frankly
it is time for a rest!

Late August and early

September were full on with so many events that I
often felt spoilt for choice. We had a great turn-out
for the last evening run of the year to the Farmers
Home at Durley, and just as many members went
along to the Hinton Arms for their annual meet.
After Hinton we headed off to Christchurch Quay

for CCOTP where we bumped into more WMGOC
members and I know others moved on to the
Alton Crotch Cooler, so we were well
represented

around

the

County.

Our

experiences of Carfest South were markedly
different depending on which day you attended
with our British Summer letting us down badly on

occasions, but we are a hardy bunch and made
the most of it. Goodwood stayed dry this year
and we had perfect weather for our Heritage
open Days display at the Cathedral.

Our

September club night will just be a social and
natter at the Plough. Look forward to seeing you
there.
Regards
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Steve

Chairman's Notes

What a summer this has been, some say too hot, but it has encouraged a very good turnout for our club
evening runs. So a big thanks goes to Steve and Debbie (two runs), Richard and Gillian, Tony and Sally
and Neil and Nita for organising them and to all of you who supported these run outs.
It was back in a hot June when the committee last met, so it was time to meet again and review and plan
for next year, which we did earlier this month, so here is an update from our meeting.
The club has 49 registered members (57 last year) and 2 honorary; a little down on last year but people’s
circumstances change and this situation is no different over previous years since the club was formed.
The actual membership base is just over 100, factoring in other halves etc.
Our bank account is healthy, even with the purchase of the new club flag and banner. Club regalia is selling
well and with Christmas just around the corner, it’s an ideal present for someone if you don’t know what
to get him or her at the moment.
Cobweb 2019 is in-hand and hopefully to be held at The Royal Armouries, Fort Nelson, on Sunday 24th
March. There is a slight issue at present regarding a planning application, which could affect it taking
place, but it is hoped to be resolved soon. We are of cause looking at other venues just in case.
We were a little disappointed in the small number of responses to the club questionnaire, but a big thanks
to those who took the time to complete it. What we have concluded is that you are all happy in how the
club is run and we will take on board some of the comments given in those returns.
The club newsletter seems to be hitting the spot, not only in its format but in content as well. Please keep
sending in articles or, like our editor says, “just a picture with a caption of where you may have been will
do”.
Our AGM is just around the corner on the 27th November, so please put that in your diary. If you are
thinking of standing for a position on the committee, now’s the time to put your name forward to avoid the
rush! Like last year, we will subsidise the evening meal from a set menu. More details will follow.
We will be organising a club function in the New Year, venue and date has yet to be confirmed. Hopefully
at the AGM we will be in a position to confirm more details.
With the evenings drawing in club night will be held at The Plough from now on, so I look forward to seeing
you there on the 25th September. Just a final note, works are taking place at the Plough regarding the
pipeline in the upper car park, so you may have to park around the corner or over the road.

Peter
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Tech News
F/TF Underfloor Coolant Pipes
As sure as day becomes night owners of F’s and TF’s will have to replace their underfloor coolant pipes.
These are steel pipes that circulate coolant between the front of the car where the radiator is and the
rear of the car where the engine is. These steel pipes are open to the elements, salt, water and extreme
abuse. A Mancunian mate of my geriatric playmate and chief mechanic Graham bought an F, having
visited us down south where we had invited him to look at our cars. He thought an F would be fun.
Charles has had a succession of interesting cars and now owns a classic Roller. He put his newly acquired
F on the ramps, thought these pipes could do with a clean up and applied vigorous strokes with his wire
brush. Within seconds he was covered in coolant. Apparently dependant on what coolant has been used
etc they can rot from the inside as well as the outside! Clearly if they let go on you unexpectedly it can
lead to overheating, head gasket problems etc. As checking the state of these pipes is not as easy as
checking oil levels etc, the question is “when” should they be changed?

I had opportunity to stroll under my £500 E Bay TF when I went to Kwik Fit to ask about an exhaust back
box that was extremely corroded around the joint with the “cat”. The guy at Kwik Fit drew my attention
to the coolant pipes. The answer to “when” is if you want to take it to the edge then check regularly
underneath as to the condition of the pipes and to watch out on a paranoid basis for any unexplained
loss of coolant from the tank or traces of coolant on the garage floor. The answer to “when” is really NOW
unless you have bought a car advertised with replacement and preferably stainless steel underfloor
coolant pipes.
If you are prepared to do it yourself or even if you get someone to do it for you, go stainless steel and
then you can virtually forget about this potential problem forever.
Stainless steel pipes can be purchased for less than £70. I bought mine from MG Obsession 2013 as they
included the ties that are a definite benefit. I also, and thank goodness, invested in stainless steel pipe
fixing bolts x 3 and stainless steel bolts x 22 for the blanking plate, albeit the latter were from a different
supplier. Graham my geriatric playmate and chief mechanic and I girded our loins and went to work. We
had read up on the Forums and all said the job was easy, but without vacuum equipment bleeding the
system after fitting could be difficult. We analysed this and Charles’s experience and decided that the
logical approach was to do the job with the back end up in the air. I am talking about the car now!
With Starlight’s bottom in the air and on special ramps that gave maximum access we started the job.
Draining was carried out carefully from the front joint between the metal pipes and the rubber ones by
inserting a screwdriver at the joint thus controlling the flow of the liquid. A similar operation was carried
out at the back pipes but most coolant at this time had been released. When draining the tank cap had
been removed.
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Perhaps the worst job was removing the 22 bolts holding the black blanking plate covering the pipes that
is apparently key to the rigidity of the body! It appeared that they had been fitted with Locktite or similar.
It was quite a work out.
The old pipes were removed with ease. On closer inspection they were not as bad as they looked but who
wants to gamble £70 against having to replace a head gasket et al.

The new pipes fitted well. The jubilee clips were
renewed as a precaution.
With one person filling and the other bleeding it worked well. However we had a slight leak from the
front of the pipes but tightening up the jubilee clip sorted this out. We also committed the schoolboy
error of not reading the label and started to fill with undiluted coolant. This was realised very quickly.
Our excuse is that “real” men do not have to read instructions!
The first bleed point is the radiator bleed, which is a plastic bolt, and care was taken to undo and refasten
this as they have a tendency to shear. We were clearly too gentle as it wept slightly on completion of
the job and had to be nipped up slightly. The next bleed point was the heater. This was blocked but was
easily unblocked by a small screwdriver inserted in the nipple, but then coolant gushed forth relatively
uncontrollably. The bleed point by the engine would not open without fear of shearing it off so as 99.9%
of the required coolant had been absorbed we moved on to the next stage. The engine was then run with
the tank cap off. After a few bubbles and a bit of a top up the car was taken for a test drive and all was
well.

The underneath of the car ended up
looking spectacular. So rather than asking
you to lie down under my car and admire
it – I include a photo.

A useful link is:
http://forums.mg-rover.org/mgf-mgtf-%2Asponsored-mgfntfbitz-mgf-mg-tfparts-01457-238202%2A-12/how-fit-stainless-steel-under-floor-coolant-pipes-327328/

Neil
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Wire Wheel Woes
Do you have wire wheels fitted to your MG?
How long have they been fitted? How far
have they driven? Have you checked for
wear on the drive hubs?
When I recently rebuilt our 71 MGB
Roadster and fitted the wheels, I was aware
that there was some play on the wire wheel
hubs. There was a slight ‘knock’ as the drive
was taken up or when the brake was gently
applied. It could easily be mistaken for axle
knock, but it’s worth checking out as the
worst-case scenario is that you lose drive to
the wheels, or more alarming, lose brakes!!
My car had passed at least 2 MOTs that hadn't
picked up wear or play in the wheel hubs, not even
an advisory. The MOT inspector checks for lateral
movement in wheel hub bearings and checks wear
in the stub axel bearings, but he obviously didn’t
check for rotational play and wear on the drive hub.
I only assume that's because wire wheels are not
the norm.

Front wheel hub showing worn splines

Whilst carrying out your winter maintenance you
can easily check for wear. Take each wheel in turn
and jack up the wheel so that it can be rotated by
hand. Make sure that it is safe with an axle stand
before going any further. Now, with somebody
applying the brake, try to rotate the wheel; there
should not be any free play. If there is, then remove
the wheel and check the hub splines for wear. The
traditional wear indication diagram is below.

Above: Moderately worn splines
Below: New hub as sold by Moss

Replacing the hub is quite an easy DIY job, or if you
prefer, a quick job for your local friendly garage
mechanic. A new part, such as the one on the left
from Moss, is less than £70.
Even if your MG has had it's MOT, it is worth a check
to ensure that your wire wheels are safe. Don’t
assume that the MOT assessment will pick it up. It’s
always preferable to be able to stop when you need.

Steve P
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Events Round-Up
Great Dorset Steam Fair

The organisers were aiming to get 500 steam
traction engines on display for the Fair’s 50th
anniversary and it certainly looked like they
made it. The fair was bigger than ever and the
WW1 re-enactment area had grown again with
an amazing array of vehicles. New to the show
this year was a recreation of what I imagine was
a scrap yard of the 1940s full of rusting traction
engines waiting to be saved. The lights were
impressive after dark and it really needs more
than a single evening visit to appreciate
everything that is on offer.
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Biggin Hill Airshow Sunday 19th August
We have never been to Biggin Hill let alone
its air show, I decided it was time and a
surprise for Karen. So it was up early as
gates opened at 8.30am and with a sat nav
with a mind of its own we arrived about 9.40
am. There was a lot of people here already
setting up camp along the runway with the
displays not starting till one o’clock.
The weather condition early morning was
low cloud, wind with a few spots of rain, but
by the time the afternoon came the sun was
out, jackets off and a packed crowd along
the length of the runway.
We decided to have a wander around early
looking at the various stands and on the Red
Arrows stand was an Aston Martin Vanquish S
in their colours (one of four specially made) with
a very apt number plate. In the middle of the
stand area was a large display of classic and
modern cars. On arrival we were asked if we
were displaying our car, sadly not, we could
have paid extra to display it if we would like. We
declined, but maybe next time.
Around the perimeter of the public area
you could get close to the collection of
classic planes which was great with so
many Spitfires in one place, seven in all.
The airfield was also base for the Red
Arrows as they were doing displays not
only here but locally. With so many
planes on the tarmac we were in for a
very interesting day.
The first planes to take to the skies were
the Red Arrows as they had to fly off to
Eastbourne to do a display. It was not
long when we were told they were on
their way back due to low cloud cover by
the coast. Once they had landed a stunt
plane took to the air and gave a fantastic
display of control and agility with the pilot sideways along the length of the runway. Next to
arrive was a pair of wing walking planes with the young ladies giving us a gymnastic display.
The display continued with a team of “Moths” using their skill to burst balloons and hit targets
on the ground.
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Then we had a WW1 dogfight between
a pair of English and German biplanes;
how slow these were compared to a
Spitfire, let alone one of today’s
fighters. We then had a Blenheim
Bomber take off with Hurricanes and
do their display. The crowd now look
into the sky as we wait for the arrival of
the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight,
what a sight to see the Lancaster
Bomber flanked by a Hurricane and
Spitfire.
Next came the re-enactment of the
bombing of Biggin Hill and what was
the beginning of the Battle of Britain
as we know it. A Messerschmitt
bf109 comes in and machine gun fire
hits the ground along the runway.
Then bombs go off over the airfield,
with a mighty boom, then a flash of
fire (you feel the heat) finishing off
with a big plume of black smoke.
This was giving us a realistic as
possible experience of what it was
like back then. Then the sky was
filled with Hurricanes and Spitfires
having taken off during this raid. You get that choked up feeling thinking of what our young lads
did and went through for us. Biggin Hill lost 454 aircrew in WWII, but they destroyed 1,000
German aircraft. Another thing we are proud of because it is very British is the Red Arrows display
team who take off and perform a fantastic display for us.
The afternoon is coming to a close as
we get the rare opportunity to see a
B17 Flying Fortress flying with part of
its display simulating coming back
from a raid with one engine down,
smoke pouring out from it which
many did during the war. Last but not
least a Spitfire does a solo display
ending with the famous victory role
over the airfield. The closing of the
show came from a Typhoon FGR4,
today’s equivalent of the Spitfire.
What a day, along with brilliant
weather to match in celebrating 100
years of the RAF.

Peter & Karen
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Carfest

Main day for Winchester was Sunday this year, although we did
have cars on Friday and Saturday as well. Friday was wet
towards the afternoon while Saturday was almost perfect with
some lovely sunny intervals. Sadly, on Sunday the rain started
more or less as the public gates opened and didn’t ease off until
the evening. The wind was blowing it horizontal at times and
a hardy group of WMGOC members huddled in their allocated
gazebo with all four sides closed up and holding the frame
down against the wind. At some point I am sure one person
muttered those immortal words “I am just going outside – I
may be some time”. There were some great track displays on
Saturday and the track this year being a complete circuit,
rather than a straight hill climb, allowed better views for the
spectators. The Sunday rain slowed it down a lot with a
couple of accidents resulting in delays and shortened track
times. A very damaged Aston Martin looked like it was going
to need an expensive repair. The music stage areas were ram
packed on Saturday but it was still possible to make your way
to the front into the standing only areas if you so wished. On Sunday the area looked deserted in comparison, but
there were still several thousand determined party goers
doing their thing. The more intrepid stayed on late.

Steve F
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Hinton Arms and Christchurch Quay

I think I counted 14 Winchester MGs at the
Hinton Arms meeting on 2nd September and the
meet itself had a level of attendance that I had
not seen before. The field was filled right to the
top with two rows of cars, three rows in places.
The organisers must have been very pleased with
the number and variety of cars on display, plus of
course the tractors and at least one bus.
The Hog Roast looked busy and there were plenty
sitting around listening to the band.
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Come on David, no time to read the paper,
there a cars to look at !

We departed early to make the trip down to Christchurch
Quay for the last ‘Classics Cars on the Prom’ to be held there
for this year, having been displaced from Bournemouth due
to the Airshow that weekend. We found another 3 MGOC
owners down at the Quay as well as a large contingent from
Bournemouth & Poole MGOC. The occasional flypast added
to our enjoyment.

Steve F
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Goodwood
One MG, One Crash, One Close Chase and a Pedal Car

The Revival was particularly good this year and we joined in with the dressing up so as not to look
out of place. There was some exciting racing to watch and plenty of spectacles to see, one of my
favourites being the ‘dawn patrol’ air display with Spitfires and a Hurricane in close formation. Our
grandson was lucky enough to be ‘driving’ in the Settrington Cup pedal car race for J40s and finished
in 23rd place overall, combining the Saturday and Sunday results out of a field of 56.

Steve F
Steve and Debbie's grandson Austin Smith in car 20
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Winchester Cathedral
Display

Another great day with a very high level of
interest from the public. We were busy
from the time we arrived until our
departure at just after 3 o’clock. There were
plenty of questions and reminiscences of
cars that people owned many years ago of
that their parents used to have. It is nice to
see a genuine fondness for cars of the past.
Children also seem to be excited by them
and it is a good opportunity to kindle the
interest of the next generation of

enthusiasts. We were not in our usual spot as the Cathedral
was preparing for a major filming event that was starting on
the Monday. There were large cherry pickers, spot lights and
all sorts of equipment and paraphernalia as well as miles of
cables and ‘security’. It was all hush, hush and no one was to
talk about what was happening, although the word on the
street seemed to be that the filming on the new series of The
Crown for Netflix was common knowledge. By the time we
publish the newsletter we will all know (if interested!).
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The area we ended up occupying worked quite well as
it turned out, so we might consider this in future. We
ended up with around 16 cars in all, including a
selection from the Alresford Allsorts to add to the
variety, plus a couple more who joined us on the day.
The theme for this year’s Heritage Open Days was
‘Extraordinary Women’ and several taking part made
up relevant info sheets for their windscreen. Those
who were people watching might of noticed just how
many people actually stand and read these. Worth
considering making one for your own car’s history or
background as people do seem to appreciate them. We
also had some general boards featuring some notable
women racing drivers one of whom drove for MG.
Hopefully there will be room in this newsletter to
include the story.

Steve F
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Part 2 of the Trilogy
A Tale of Adventure, Chateaus, Iffy Hotels and Angst
So the modified Super Six once more set off for France towards the end of June in Drippy the 1959 MGA, Iris the
1963 MGB and Fern the 1994 RV8.
Day one after the overnight ferry
and wonderful dining in the on
board Restaurant found us in St
Malo. A favourite place of ours to
spend a day. We dropped the cars
off at our Hotel for the night and
took a Taxi into St Malo.
Inevitably we found ourselves in
the favourite querky bar. It is full
of all sorts of artifacts and one
enters the Toilettes through an
old fashioned telephone kiosk.
However, great wine, beers and
cidre.
Next day we joined some 30 plus cars for the Tour De
Bretagne. It was interesting that 11 of the cars were MG’s.
Does this make us more adventurous than most other classic
car owners or just downright common place?

Day 1 of the tour was some 135 miles down to our
Hotel Oceana at Quimper. Unfortunately whilst
the Hotel was OK, the food and service was not.
They even ran out of Gin the first night and had
not replenished stocks three days later! Quelle
Horreure!!! Day 2 was just short of 100 miles and
took in a private visit to Chateau de Trevarez 5
miles from Chateauneuf de Faou that was being
completely refurbished – like there was ceilings
missing!
Drippy the MGA had developed a random speedo
that could show anything between zero or 125
MPH within any given nano second. Brit Assist
Recovery who were our guardian angels for this
part of the trip condemned Drippy’s speedo head.
Meanwhile they fixed the TR3A’s distributor problem and the Lancis Fulvia’s wiring problem.
Nita managed to leave her discrete hearing aid on the bedside table. It disappeared and after talking to reception
the housekeeping manager emptied the hoover in question and found it. As I said, OK Hotel, Food and service
rubbish but all other staff – great!
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We spent another night at Quimper and I
came down with the French equivalent of
Delhi Belly. We then left the comfort of Brit
Assist Recovery and headed out on our own
towards a previously discovered Chateau de
Bezyl at Sixt sur Aff, close to one of Frances
National Motor Museums at Loheac. We love
this place. It has been reconstructed
following German occupation followed by it
being used as an institution to accommodate
homeless children during which the roof fell
in. It was four storeys and now is three. It has
been restored by a Dutch family in the style of Art
Noveau and primarily caters for wedding parties. It has
a great swimming pool area and we were the only
midweek guests so we did not have to fight for sun
loungers. We dined every evening outside in front of the
Chateau with a six course meal including fine wines and
beers and gins during the day. The breakfast table was
incredible.

It cost some £130 per couple per night. If you like querky
and escapism this is a must.

Relaxing in the Chateau was not a problem
unless you had short legs

Meanwhile on my way to the Chateau, I was not happy
with the RV8 clutch. Also Drippy’s speedo let go – thank
the Lord for Sat Navs.
However, whilst at Chateau de Bezyl disaster struck. Iris
refused to start. Being an early MGB with 2 x 6 volt
batteries and a dynamo, when you lose a battery in France
you stand between Bob Hope and No Hope of getting a
spare. Mark, Iris’s owner and I set out and spent an afternoon in locating and buying a battery booster pack.
Unfortunately the instructions were in every language other than English. Obviously printed post Brexit
referendum. Thereafter, we tried to park on a hill everywhere we went. We still had 5 days to go until we hit the
ferry back home. Drippy’s speedo meanwhile had given up the ghost.
After three nights at Chateau de Bezyl we headed off with me changing gear very precisely. About 5 miles from
the Chateau in Pipriac, Iris the MGB decided to die. Bless the French – they LOVE the Classic cars. A guy stopped
and organized a garage for us; meanwhile we had isolated it to the ignition and something to do with distributor.
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The mechanic arrived in a scruffy old VW Camper van and after much gesticulation and grunting condemned the
distributor. We found that the sprung graphite contact from the coil had dropped out of the distributor. It was
located in that catch all channel to the left and right in the engine compartment that all MGB owners will
recognise. Gingerly we replaced it in situ and amazingly it lasted and got Iris home.
The next Chateau was de Monbrault at La Chapelle Janson near
Fougeres. This was the site of an ancient castle that had been ripped
down and rebuilt several times. Its final demise was during the French
Revolution. It was rebuilt as a Chateau in late Victorian times and has
been preserved as such. Huge bedrooms full of French Victoriana –
not sure there is such a thing? I have been living life on two addages:1. There is no such thing as a free lunch.
2. There is no such thing as an original MG – due to the rubbish
steel used in manufacture
I have now added a further adage:3. There is no such thing as an original Chateau - due to the French
Revolution or the Germans
After a night here we moved onto the near outskirts of Bayeaux to what was
no more than a Motel. Bayeaux is a lovely city that the Allies took pains not
to destroy on the D Day landings. Great Hotels but no private parking – a
must for our sorts of cars – so justifying our choice.
The first day we spent in the beautiful town of Bayeaux. Those who had not
seen the Tapestry did so. Unfortunately Neil P who had been incubating a
summer cold took to his bed.
The second day was spent at Omaha Beach, the Cemetary and
the Museum. A day of reflection and remembrance for those
who gave their lives in order for us to now be able to argue over
Brexit! The row upon row of graves says it all.
Here we are at the last day and France has beaten Argentina
in the World Cup. Breakfast service was upbeat.
We set off for Aramanche to see the concrete quays that were
required for the British Landings and have coffee.
It was decided to stop at the 360 degree cinema celebrating the English landings. Quelle Horreure 2! What were
these spots on the RV8 carpets. Yes it was DOT4 from the clutch master cylinder. Whilst Drippy and Iris continued
to have a good time, we with Fern scurried to the ferry at Caen. The philosophy being – get the car on the ferry
– then it is their problem getting it off!
Hell it was an adventure!! Thinking of doing it next year. Anybody interested in joining us?
P.S. With £6.00 worth of seals and a couple of pounds worth of DOT 4 and 3 hours work assisted by Google RV8
Master Cylinder seal replacement U Tube and of course Graham – all is now working.
P.P.S. With 2 x new 6 volt batteries but great problems ref supply of battery acid but thanks to Bill Rawles Classic
Cars of Four Marks , a new distributor cap and another always by the side of the owner – all is well with Iris
P.P.P.S. Drippy awaits removal of said dead speedo for refurbishment likely to take 4 to 6 weeks P.P.P.P.S. Three
days later we take off for Le Mans Classic – Article to follow
Part III from Nita & Neil next month..........
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Neil & Nita

Events Calendar for 2018: WMGOC events marked in RED
Date
October
th
7
th
7
th
7
th
30
November
th

th

9 – 11
th
27
December
th
26

Event

Remarks

Bicester Sunday Scramble
Crotch Cooler Meet
Thatcham Classic Car Show
WMGOC Club Night

Alton
Dunstan Green, 10am-3pm, £5 donation per car
The Plough Inn at Itchen Abbas

London to Brighton Run
NEC Classic Car Show
WMGOC Club Night - AGM

http://www.necclassicmotorshow.com
The Plough Inn at Itchen Abbas

Romsey Classic Car & Bike Meet – pre 1976

Notices - Wanted - For Sale
Recomendations for your MG
The following businesses have been recommended by club members. If you have received good service for
your MG, let the editor know and add to the list.
Company Name
Meon Valley Garage Doors

Services Offered
Garage Door Replacements/Service

Location
Waltham Chase

Website Address
http://www.meonvalleygaragedoors.co.uk

Recommended by
Pete Cranstone

The Trimming Centre

Webasto Sunroof and trimming
Specialists
Body and paint specialist

Lewes, East Sussex

http://www.thetrimmingcentre.co.uk

Richard Harcourt-Brown

Shirrell Heath, Swanmore

https://www.facebook.com/bodycraftautomotive

Richard Harcourt-Brown

Ludgershall
Elgg, Switzerland

http://www.andyjewell.co.uk/
http://www.rvsgarageservices.co.uk
http://www.west-classic.ch

Richard Harcourt-Brown
Steve Penkethman
Steve Penkethman

Bodycraft
Andy Jewell
RVS Garage Services
West-Classic

Paintless dent removal
Servicing / Engine Rebuild
English Car Spares and Garage
Services

Please Note: These are personal recommendations rather than endorsments from WMGOC. For further
information, contact the person making the recommendation.

Items Wanted and For Sale
Do you have MG or motoring related items wanted or for sale? Advertise them to Club members here. Send
details to the editor.

For Sale
I have the following items available Free to a good home:
4 x Rostyle Wheels
MG B Exhaust Manifold
L & R MGB Door Hinges
Contact Steve Penkethman

MGB Roadster full tonneau cover.

For Sale

Circa 1972 car. Servicable but with
marks to inner lining and little rust on
the zip. Good for age and might do a
turn. Non-headrest. £20. Contact
stevenfavell@btinternet.com

Very nearly new MGA Radiator
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for sale. Please contact club
member Chris Budden for
details.

WMGOC Apparel
We have a range of Regalia which you can order individually, just choose your
garment and colour from the charts below. Prices include printed Logo.
When ordering please complete the corresponding form, ticking your choice
of colour and size. Take care with the size, as returns are not possible and
sizes are generous.
Please send the form to:
Niall FitzGerald, 29 Monks Wood Close, Bassett Sot’on, SO16 3TT

Niall
Polo Shirt
Male Polo Ref: KK403 - £16.50
Colour

Ladies Polo Ref: KK703 £16.50

Small

Medium

Large

Ex Large

Bottle Green
Navy Blue
Magenta
Black
Jade
Purple
Mid Blue
Royal Blue
Ladies Sizes available are: 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 and 22
Please check the appropriate box or ring the ladies size required

Fleece
Fleece Ref: RE36A - £20.50
Colour

Small

Medium

Large

Ex Large

Forest Green
Royal Blue
Burgundy
Black

Gilet
Gilet Ref: RE37A - £18.00
Colour

Small

Forest Green
Royal Blue
Charcoal
Black
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Medium

Large

Ex Large

Our Sponsors
The WMGOC would like to thank the following businesses who are supporting
the club via their advertising
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